
A fast on-ramp to eDiscovery 

When litigation is pending, time can be of the essence. A proactive eDiscovery process can 
have a dramatic effect on the outcome of a case. Autonomy provides corporate counsel and 
their law firms with a robust solution for quickly defining and executing an eDiscovery strategy. 
Autonomy’s eDiscovery Appliance works with Autonomy’s Intelligent Data Operating Layer 
(IDOL) and Meaning Based Computing technology to deliver a highly scalable platform that 
provides an extremely fast and effective on-ramp to the eDiscovery process. 

With Autonomy’s eDiscovery Appliance, you can:

• Perform early case assessment, review, and production under incredibly tight deadlines

• Form a conceptual and contextual understanding of all electronically stored information (ESI), 
using the capabilities of IDOL 

• Benefit from a plug-and-play eDiscovery Appliance that brings the power of IDOL to an easy-
to-use solution that can be up and running in minutes  

Process large volumes of information at a lower cost

Corporate legal departments and law firms can quickly and easily process a terabyte of data per 
appliance, obtain a comprehensive and precise understanding of their case, and cull and filter 
their data before undertaking a costly document review. Additionally, the eDiscovery Appliance 
is highly scalable. For instance, you can cluster groups of appliances to handle terabytes of data 
across all of your matters, including all languages and file types. To help you meet the most 
stringent timelines, this process can be implemented within a matter of hours. 
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Autonomy eDiscovery’s non-linear review processes increase 
review speeds by more than 300 percent over traditional 
legacy methods, facilitating faster, yet more accurate and 
consistent document review, while attorneys and 
administrators more efficiently manage the review using 
Dynamic Dashboards.

Leverage robust capabilities using dynamic dashboards

The eDiscovery Appliance leverages Autonomy’s unique ability to analyze data in place, 
including information from virtually any repository. You can also perform searches, automated 
clustering, and contextual analysis in compliance with the FRCP (Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure).

Autonomy’s eDiscovery Appliance capabilities
Autonomy’s eDiscovery Appliance delivers a broad set of unique capabilities to streamline the 
eDiscovery process, including:

• Autonomy eDiscovery platform – Autonomy’s eDiscovery solution is the only FRCP-
compliant early case assessment and analysis solution that can analyze data in place, enabling 
legal teams to determine early on their likelihood of success in court. The solution intelligently 
filters and culls data to quickly gain visibility into the information contained within massive 
data sets, to support rapid reviews and more accurate productions.

• Advanced visual analytics and reporting – Link maps, automatically generated concept 
clusters, message tracers, and extensive reporting provide legal counsel with a bird’s eye view 
of the data corpus.

• Ability to work with all data types - Handle more than 1,000 file types of ESI.

• Portable data processing – Data processed can be transitioned off the appliance and onto 
(hosted or onsite) Introspect. Workbooks, users, and saved searches are all portable and 
designed to serve as a data on-ramp to the eDiscovery process.

• Language independence – The appliance, deployed with Autonomy IDOL, handles data in its 
native language, delivering measurable time and cost savings over legacy approaches.

• Proven return on Investment – Autonomy benefits include a 50 percent or greater cost 
savings compared with legacy approaches. Autonomy technology dramatically reduces the 
time, cost, and data volume associated with the eDiscovery phase.

A single unified platform 

Autonomy eDiscovery delivers a true enterprise eDiscovery solution that gives organizations 
an alternative to the highly fragmented point solutions offered by smaller vendors that can 
only address certain stages of the process. The ability to drive all eDiscovery processes from a 
single, unified platform eliminates the need to move data, constantly re-ingest and re-index, or 
perform risky hand offs of information between systems.
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Autonomy eDiscovery 7.0: Perform defensible, end-to-end 
eDiscovery

Today’s eDiscovery landscape is more complex than ever before. Evolving regulations, such as 
those required by the Dodd-Frank Act, are raising the stakes around ESI processing, as client 
data grows in size and diversity. Greater numbers of multi-party and multi-lingual cases are 
upping the ante, making the process of understanding information that much more challenging. 
Autonomy’s advanced end-to-end eDiscovery solutions are designed to help you provide better 
service to customers as you meet your most pressing litigation and investigation challenges.

Autonomy’s next-generation eDiscovery solutions deliver the following: 

• Innovating eDiscovery with dynamic Meaning Based Coding – Meaning Based Coding 
leverages IDOL’s ability to automatically assess, categorize, and recommend document 
coding (for relevancy to specific issues or a matter at large) based on how it understands 
the meaning of documents. Meaning Based Coding is applied to documents either during 
ingestion to expedite early case assessment and automate review workflow, or to provide 
recommendations during review based on up-to-the-second insight into coding decisions 
made by review attorneys. Meaning Based Coding dramatically increases accuracy over linear, 
human review and reduces overall eDiscovery costs. 

• Encompassing 100% of information: structured and unstructured – Whether eDiscovery 
requirements are for an end-to-end enterprise deployment or a stand-alone ECA/Review 
solution, organizations must be assured that all potentially relevant information, inside 
and outside the enterprise, is processed. To accomplish this, the conceptual and contextual 
meaning of all information must be understood to ensure analysis and review can be 
automated, accurate, and efficient. Autonomy IDOL is the leading software platform for 
intelligently managing all structured data and human-friendly, unstructured information. 

• Proactively delivering critical information – Real-time dashboards provide attorneys 
and matter administrators with intelligence-at-a-glance for every matter. Visual aids report 
real-time metrics on data ingestion, breaking down data by key criteria such as domains, 
custodian, language, chronology, and more. Review metrics including productivity, term list, 
and productions are also provided. Attorneys can use the dashboard to directly access any 
pertinent set of documents for further analysis. 

• Automating eDiscovery workflow – Autonomy eDiscovery’s automated, policy-based 
workflow engine powers early case assessment and high productivity document review, 
enabling attorneys to analyze and cull a data set using the industry’s most advanced analytical 
toolset to seamlessly drive review workflow and production. Multi-tier workflows can span 
collection, early case assessment, review, and production by leveraging IDOL’s understanding 
of document meaning, categorization, and coding recommendations. 

• Integrating hardware and software to simplify deployment – Autonomy eDiscovery is a 
highly modular solution that supports a broad range of deployment options, including licensed 
software for in-house use, enterprise end-to-end solutions, and SaaS-based eDiscovery 
leveraging Autonomy’s secure, scalable SAS-70 datacenters that currently host over 50 
petabytes of client data, or a hybrid solution. In addition, Autonomy eDiscovery is available as 
an appliance-based deployment on state-of-the art HP hardware.
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About HP Autonomy 

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured 
data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s powerful 
management and analytic tools for structured information together with its ability to extract 
meaning in real time from all forms of information, regardless of format, is a powerful tool 
for companies seeking to get the most out of their data. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps 
power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and 
OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance solutions in areas such as 
eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help 
companies grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization 
and rich media management.

Please visit autonomy.com to find out more.
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